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His Cubs had just dispatched the St. Louis Cardinals , , in their final game of the season. The Cubs and
Brewers were the best teams in an NL defined by parity, booking 95 wins apiece. The Dodgers and Rockies
clawed to 91 wins each with finishing kicks that befit playoff teams. And because Major League Baseball
changed its tiebreaker rules in when it added the second wild card, head-to-head records during the regular
season no longer suffice to break ties atop a division. Want to avoid the nuisance of the wild card? Decide it
on the field one last time. The tension, the minuscule margin of error, the strategy â€” it offers the perfect
canvas for baseball, the ultimate large-sample game, to revel in the madness of the small samples where scrubs
can be heroes and vice versa. Add the delicious twist that two of these teams will be playing again the next
day, and a game three-dimensional in its maneuvering already may go full-on 4D. The settings are already rich
enough. The Cubs hosting the Brewers at Wrigley Field at 1 p. What might as well be afternoon playoff
baseball on a Monday. They desperately want to win, to avoid the vise of the wild-card game, which the loser
of Cubs-Brewers will host. It helps that the three starters announced have dealt against their opponents all
season and the presumed fourth qualifies there, too. It was for games like this, against a dangerous Milwaukee
lineup buttressed by a bullpen whose three-headed monster put up near-unfathomable numbers in September.
Los Angeles saved Buehler, its dynamic rookie and arguably its best starter, for this game. He has a big ego
and even bigger stuff, and he relishes the idea of propelling the Dodgers to hosting Game 1 of the division
series against Atlanta. Getting such an absorbing matchup is just gravy. And the prospect of Brewers fans
braving construction delays on I and invading Wrigleyville? There are worse things to watch certainly. For the
parochialism of the regular season to bleed away and cede to great teams facing off for something that matters.
One Game is a gift. Two is a bounty to be savored, appreciated, enjoyed â€” the infinite permutations arranged
just so, perfect in the sort of way that gives October the start it deserves. More from Yahoo Sports:
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Reject it and consider derisking, now. I find myself, after a period of being long of equities, back in the
bearish minority again â€” and I moved back into a net short exposure late in the day on Friday. And, I
observe, that many of the same investors who were bearish at the February lows are now bullish at the recent
mid-May highs. Fear of a large drawdown seems to have been all but eliminated in the eyes and thoughts of
market participants as the Bull Market of Complacency seems to have reappeared. Interest rates were still
suppressed and volatility was at historic lows. Last year was one in which Wall Street recovered and prospered
better than Main Street. In , markets are more or less unchanged as the reality of instability and inconsistency
of policy and economic uncertainty have reemerged. This year, unlike last year, Main Street has thrived and
Wall Street has stagnated. And a new regime of volatility has emerged, coincident with a general rise in
interest rates â€” particularly in maturities of ten years or less. Let me summarize my top ten, current market
concerns: A tug of war between fiscal expansion and monetary contraction seems likely to be won by Central
Bankers in the year ahead. Moreover, we are at a tipping point towards higher rates in the U. The Italian 2 year
yield went from -. So, risk happens fast when a massive bubble has been created. There is a growing
ambiguity in domestic and non US high frequency economic data. Reports are that retail started the quarter
weakly and, this morning, retailer Home Depot HD missed consensus comp views. A flattening yield curve is
endorsing the notion of late cycle economic growth. And, according to my calculus, the yield on the ten year
U. The rise in global interest rates may continue â€” providing a reduced value to equities on a discounted
dividend model and serving as a governor to global economic and US corporate profit growth. For the first
time in 12 years the yield on the three month U. Inflation, too, is likely at a multi-year infection point. Non US
yields are at even more unjustified levels and will lead to large mark to market losses over the next few years
â€” imperiling retail and institutional investors and banks in Europe that have leveraged positions in
over-priced fixed income. Just look at Argentina, a country that has defaulted on its sovereign debt on eight
separate occasions â€” most recently in As a measure of lameness, investors scooped up year Argentina bonds
last June. Bonds are in year two of a major Bear Market â€” fixed income of all types are overvalued and I
remain short bonds. The Orange Swan represents clear risks for the equity markets and for the real economy.
As I have written in my Diary and stated on Fox News yesterday afternoon, hastily crafted tweets by the
White House are dangerous in a flat, networked and interconnected world. Investor sentiment has grown more
optimistic and fears of a large drop in stocks has been all but disappeared. Technicals and resistance points
mark a short term threat to stocks. Not only has the market risen for eight consecutive days but an important
Fibonacci point has been been met from the January highs. Yesterday, the lynx-eyed David Rosenberg
remarked, on CNBC, that on breadth and volume the rally has been less powerful than recent rallies. The
dominance of passive and price momentum based strategies are exaggerating short term market runs â€”
contributing to a false sense of investor security. After nearly a decade, both the market advance and a
sustained period of domestic economic growth have grown long in the tooth. Though market valuations are
high they are not too stretched â€” but other classical market metrics equity capitalization to GDP, price to
book, price to sales are very stretched. A new regime of volatility, seen recently, might signal a change in
market complexion.
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If ever there was a moment to insist, through a peaceful display of outrage, that Britain can do so much better
by following a different course, this is it. Brexit is by any measure the most important change of strategic
direction that this country has faced in more than 70 years. The people voted for it. But they did not vote for
the terms of separation. Those remained to be negotiated, debated and agreed. The outcome of those
negotiations with our European Union neighbours will shape the job prospects and life chances of anxious
millions of Britons today and of future generations too. The deal will also shape whether the United Kingdom
â€” another union in which, as with the EU, our peoples have been better off together than apart â€” holds
together or breaks into less consequential parts. From almost the very moment that the referendum result was
declared, the handling of Brexit has been a story of unremitting and nationally humiliating failure. The
negotiations were said to be simple. The EU would bend over backwards, it was said, to give Britain special
favours. Under Theresa May , the Tory party would bring the nation back together after the referendum. Not
only has the government failed to strike a deal with the EU. It has even failed to reach a coherent agreement
with its own MPs. As a result, Brexit threatens to be both a policy failure without precedent and a national
betrayal whose reverberations will send tremors down the decades. This was supposed to have been the week
in which the government finally struck a deal with the European Union. It might â€” potentially â€” have
allowed the long process of healing some of the Brexit divisions to begin. This is not just another unfortunate
slippage of a timetable. It is yet another unavoidable collision between Brexit fantasy and Brexit reality. Yet
this one risks, now more than ever before, a completely unacceptable sacrifice of the national interest to the
interests of the Tory party, in the form of a no-deal crash-out from the EU. From the start, Mrs May has told
the Tory party that she could deliver a form of Brexit that was simply not achievable. Nearly half of the
country did not want this in the first place. Many more have become alarmed at the chaos and incompetence
with which it has been pursued. The coming weeks will decide if Britain and the EU can forge a Brexit
relationship that works for their peoples or not. Huge choices have to be made in parliament by MPs, perhaps
including a second vote on the terms of any deal. All this is on the table. But the journey ahead requires
leadership that neither main party has yet offered on an issue of such historic importance. Saturday is a day to
bear witness to the urgent truth that Britain must have a far better future relationship with the rest of Europe
than anything that Mrs May has come close to providing.
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A politician given power who wants more power should be removed from power Unstable of plain neurotic?
Theresa May embodies all the hallmarks of instability, which is odd because she speaks about stability all the
time. Her party wants to make society stable by deconstructing it. Moreover, there is the strange sight of May
repeating the same empty phrases day in, day out, without understanding the accumulative impact they make
on a discerning public. May has convictions not principles or ideals. Having lost the vote she said exactly the
opposite but with the same conviction. That is not strength of character. May appears happy to inflict pain on
the needy and the innocent. Does she think the populace is the problem? That smacks of fascist doctrine. It
reminds me of the psychology experiment that sought to discover how far humans can be pushed before they
rebel. The few uncertain about the morality of the instruction still increased it, albeit reluctantly. What does
that teach us? Humans have a need to please, to be part of the team. It overrides good judgement and our
humanity. Study the rise of Nazism and you are surprised by how swiftly a great cultural nation like Germany
could so suddenly descend into barbarism. Fascism breeds on unemployment, gross inequality, and power in
the hands of an elite. It can consume the nicest of people. Today we do not exterminate foreigners. We let
others to do it with drones. Then we repatriate them. Endemic racism is the first sign of fascism. Endless war
is another. Three cheers for the war. Three cheers for war in general. Peace is hence absurd, or rather a pause
in war. Benito Mussolini Fascism needs a charismatic leader. If you wish sympathy of the broad masses, you
must first tell them the crudest and most stupid things. Theresa May What Italy needs is a strong and stable
government. I shall deliver that. Mussolini I am responsible only to God and history. Francisco Franco We
have only one task, to stand firm and carry on the racial struggle without mercy. Mussolini Perhaps we shall
also have to hold in check other coloured peoples who will soon be in their certain prime, and thus preserve
the world, which is the world of our blood, of our children and of our grandchildren. Himmler The stronger
must dominate and not blend with the weaker, thus sacrificing his own greatness. Hitler People are tired of
liberty. They have had a surfeit of it. Mussolini The receptivity of the masses is very limited, their intelligence
is small, but their power of forgetting is enormous. In consequence of these facts, all effective propaganda
must be limited to a very few points and must harp on these in slogans until the last member of the public
understands what you want him to understand by your slogan. Hitler The corporate State considers that private
enterprise in the sphere of production is the most effective and useful instrument in the interest of the nation.
Mussolini Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will believe it. Hitler One thing
is certain: Himmler In summary Remember, fascists know the greatest weapon to keep a population quiescent
is fear. May and her cabinet exclude Scotland from all discussions.
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The Madness of May by Meredith Nicholson Excerpt THE MADNESS OF MAY I Billy Deering let himself into his father's
house near Radford Hills, Westchester County, and with a nod to Briggs, who came into the hall to take his hat and coat,
began turning over the letters that lay on the table.
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Read "The Madness of May" by Meredith Nicholson with Rakuten Kobo. A story to be read by all honest lovers of
romance in terms of whimsy. It is altogether spirited and delightful, a maste.
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The Madness of May Average rating: 0 out of 5 stars, based on 0 reviews Write a review This button opens a dialog that
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Chapter 8 : One Man's Madness Cinema Screenings May ! | Madness
Describing the way fans looked forward to the annual statewide high school basketball tournament, he wrote that a "little
March madness may complement and contribute to sanity and help keep.

Chapter 9 : The Madness [Digipak] * by Art of Anarchy (CD, May, Century Media (USA)) | eBay
"The Strength of Weak Ties" by Granovetter () showed that connections across groups helps spread simple contagions
(like information), but "Complex Contagions and the Weakness of Long Ties" by Centola & Macy () showed that
connections across groups may not help complex contagions, and it fact, can hurt their spread!
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